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DONNIE KENNEDY Announces Candidacy for LT. C-i-C SCV 2022 

As Chief of Heritage Operations, I have had the honor to assist the Commander-in-Chief of the Sons of 

Confederate Veterans as we fight to vindicate the Cause for which our Confederate ancestors fought.  We 

have been successful in establishing a new and different strategy for defeating our neo-Marxist enemies and 

produce for our Cause, total victory.  As your Chief of Heritage Operations for the past three years, I have 

become convinced that our enemies are determined to not just defeat us but to destroy every last vestige of 

the South.  I am determined to do my utmost to not just stop this neo-Marxist attack but to obliterate our 

enemies.  To push this effort even further, I am seeking the position of Lt. Commander-in-Chief of the Sons 

of Confederate Veterans.  Working with our new Commander-in-Chief and new Chief of Heritage Operations, 

we can secure total victory of our Cause—the neo-Marxist rabble will not destroy our Southland!   As your 

next Lt. Commander-in-Chief, I will use that office as a larger platform from which we can take our fight into 

the heart of our enemies’ territory.  In the next few months, I will begin publishing position papers on the 

following topics: 

(1) Why the SCV has a retention problem and how to correct that problem.  (2) Enhanced videos for camp 

programs and social media outreach. (3) Sending e-mail and U. S. Postal letters to new members to 

help them understand the workings of the SCV.  (4) Work with our new Chief of Heritage Operations 

to expand the SCV’s PR campaign.  (5) Coordinate with each Division Heritage Operation to increase 

our positive narrative about Southern heritage.  

The time has long since passed for the SCV to think and act in a defensive mode.  We must look to means 

and techniques that will insure total victory for our Cause.  Few if any military conflicts are won by a purely 

defensive strategy.  It is time to go on the offensive and make our enemies respond to us.    

Just over 100 years ago a veteran of WWI, Major E. W. R. Ewing, Historian-in-Chief, SCV, wrote the 

following: “In the South we are coming too much to whisper that ‘our fathers did their duty as they saw it.’  

We should be calling to the world from the housetop that our Confederate fathers were right.”  As your next 

Lt. C-I-C of the SCV, I invite you to join with me on the housetop and let us shout to the world that, The South 

WAS Right!  Donnie Kennedy, Lt. C-i-C 2022.   

 

http://www.kennedytwins.com/
mailto:jrk1861@gmail.com
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Left: Donnie was 

speaker at the Battle of 

Mansfield celebration 

April 10, 2021. A fellow 

Confederate from Texas 

came over to participate 

and buy an autographed 

copy of the third edition 

of The South Was Right! 

Right: Louisiana SCV 

Div. meeting May 14-15, 

2021. 

Secession & Nullification—Becoming Mainstream in the U.S.A. 

Shortly before the election of America’s first mail-order president, a Catholic TV spokesperson in 
Michigan who supported Trump because of Biden’s pro-abortion stance, was asked what would happen 
if Biden is elected? He paused and then answered that perhaps some states would consider seceding! 
I was amazed not only with his answer but that no one objected to his answer. In another video this 
same organization noted that, “America is a divided nation, and, if we are totally honest here, it hasn't 
been one nation in many years.” 
 
 A Catholic blogger from New Hampshire wrote the following on December 23, 2020, “From a 

Catholic point of view, the benefits of secession include new opportunities for legal protection of the 

unborn, reduced cultural and political conflict…” Traditional Catholics, just like traditional Protestants, 

are distressed by the fact that the Federal government has nullified the states’ right to regulate abortion 

and has become the champion of the secular humanist march toward Gomorrah. The inability of 

Christians to control the moral standards of the U.S.A. has caused many to reconsider the political value 

of nullification and secession. As pointed out in Be Ye Separate: Bible-Belt Revival or Marxist Revolution 

the South (the Bible-Belt) has a major responsibility in promoting a return to local self-government. 

 Even leftists are beginning to see the value of secession! For several years there has been a 
growing Calexit movement seeking the secession of California. Recently a Leftist Professor called for 
Blue State Secession. The left-wing publication The Nation recently headlined, Left-Wing Nation 
Essay Calls for ‘Blue-State Secession’ in a February 16, 2021 article. In it the author presented a 
thorough case for a “blue-state secession.” According to a recent poll, 29% of Americans think we 
should divide the United States into "like-minded regions."  

 As explained in Dixie Rising, Be Ye Separate, and Red State Red County Secession the mere 
threat of secession will often cause an abusive central government to relent in its oppressive acts and 
recognize the right of local self-government.  

http://brightlinewatch.org/american-democracy-at-the-start-of-the-biden-presidency/
http://brightlinewatch.org/american-democracy-at-the-start-of-the-biden-presidency/
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One Nation Under God—Whose God? 

Secular Humanism vs. Traditional Christianity  

 The recent United States Supreme Court ruling making LGBTQ a federally 
protected minority was not the first Federal Supreme Court ruling aimed at destroying 
America’s fundamental Christian morality. America’s progressive slouch toward 
Gomorrah began in earnest with two Federal 
Supreme Court cases. One in 1962 and the other 
in 1963, in which the United States federal 
government announced that God, Bible reading, 
and prayer will no longer be tolerated in taxpayer 
financed public schools. The tradition of prayer 
and Bible reading in American schools is as old, 
and even older, than the United States itself—
dating back to colonial times. American Christians 
were shocked at these anti-Christian United States 
Supreme Court rulings! But despite the shock, 
Christians meekly accepted the results—
incorrectly assuming that, “The Federal Supreme 
Court is the final authority regarding our 
Constitutional rights.” These Federal Supreme 
Court cases were the opening salvoes in the 
cultural war against America’s traditional Christian 
values. In the hands of progressive and secular 
humanists, the Federal Supreme Court became 
the instrument that would eventually overturn over 
2,000 years of Christian moral teachings regarding 
the definition of marriage and overturn the right of 
states to protect the unborn—a right reserved by 
the states via the Ninth and Tenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.  

 The Federal Supreme Court is the leading, but not only, governmental agency 
actively advancing America’s progressive, slouch toward Gomorrah. “We the people” of 
America—today known as deplorables, irredeemables, and bitter clingers—elected 
politicians who promised to defend our Christian moral standards but upon arriving in 
Washington, DC, their actions have not lived up to their promises. In the current system 
of American government, “we the people” have been rendered defenseless, while the 
supreme federal government has become our master. In contemporary America, the 
federal government’s will, not the will of “we the people,” is now supreme. But this has not 
always been the case in these United States. When faced with the choice of violating their 
moral standards by meekly following the federal government’s dictates or taking bold 
action to enforce their moral standards, Americans of prior generations took bold action 
to defend their moral standards! To learn how Christians can reclaim a nation under God: 

Be Ye Separate: Available at: https://www.victoryflagsandmore.com/product/be-ye-

separate/ 
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Seeking a Solution to America’s Irreconcilable 
Ideological Divide 

With the questionable election of America’s first mail-order president, even the most 
zealot “one nation indivisible” Southern patriot must confess that these United States are 
no longer united in spirit. We are united in the same way that the people of Tibet are 
united with Communist China. There exists a sharp and irreconcilable ideological divide 
in the America of the ruling political/financial elite and the rest of America—the so called 
“bitter clingers,” “the irredeemables,” and the “smelly Walmart shoppers,” who live in 
America’s “fly-over” country. This divide will not be remedied by “reaching across the 
aisle,” or compromising with the ruling elite. The ruling elite, both national political parties, 
gain great wealth and power from the political status quo and intend to maintain their 
government and their control of the supreme federal government. The Deep State rules 
and the sheeple must quietly obey. 
 
With the repopulating of America’s heartland via massive illegal immigration from third 
world socialist countries and the ever-increasing expansion of the government’s welfare 
dependent class, it is only a matter of time until “conservatives” will become a minority in 
our own country, our own state, and our own local community. Those of us who believe 
in local self-government, low taxes, and traditional Christian moral values must act 
decisively if we are to save the little upon which we now barely subsist. The question 
remains, “Can a nation so radically divided remain together as one nation while 
preserving the principle of local self-government?” Yes, it is possible but whether it is 
probable is yet another question. 
 
As explained in Red State Red County Secession it is possible for the United States to 
remain united if Blue State voters acknowledge the right of State nullification and the right 
of Red Counties in Blue states to secede and form a state of their own. For example; the 
conservative voting counties of western Virginia may want to secede and form their own 
state separate from the liberal, neo-Marxist counties next to the Great Beast that 
Washington, DC, has become. Nullification and county secession would allow “Blue” 
voters to rid themselves of the folks they disparagingly refer to as “smelly Walmart 
shoppers,” while allowing “Red” voters to create a state government that would represent, 
protect, and promote their interests. 
 
“We the people” who believe in traditional American values are, today, a stateless people. 
We have no government to protect and promote our interests. Stateless people are easy 
targets of genocide. Our opponents have often voiced their desire to “exterminate” us as 
a people or failing that to at least rid “their” society of our culture, our heritage, and our 
Christian faith. “We the people” face a radical choice: Accept the coming genocide 
(culture genocide if not actual) or take decisive action to return America to its original 
Constitutionally limited Republic or, if the neo-Marxists rebuff our efforts to return America 
to its original Constitutional government, then we shall create a nation of our own. 
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The Forgotten 11th Amendment 

[The following is a summary of Donnie’s blog article – link to full article at bottom of summary] 

Ron and I often make the point that the South was right in 1861 because America 
was right in 1776.  We also stress the point that early in American history States’ Rights 
was a universal American concept.  Each 
American Colony had withdrawn its 
support of the British government by its 
own actions.  There was no superior or 
over-riding governmental agency which 
pushed any colony to secede from the 
mother country, each colony acted on its 
own. This then was the very beginning of 
what we would later refer to as “State’s 
Rights.”  States have rights because they 
are sovereign.  No colony was forced by 
a “union” or some combination of 
colonies to act against its will because 
with the rejection of British rule, each colony became a sovereign entity. 

Nothing supports the fact of early American belief in State sovereignty more than 
the adoption of the 11th Amendment to the Constitution.  The fact that the 11th Amendment 
was born by the effort of a Massachusetts Representative adds weight to the proposition 
32that at one time the idea of States being sovereign was an American principle.  Lincoln 
and the Republican Party’s rejection of American history destroyed the America of 1776.     

Just ten years after the adoption of the Constitution by the “separate and 
independent” action of “we the people” of sovereign States, the Eleventh Amendment 
underscored and re-proclaimed that these United States were a republic of sovereign 
States.  The concept of the United States as a republic of sovereign States was totally 
rejected by Lincoln and the Republican Party in 1861.  Nevertheless, early Americans 
understood that these sovereign States had the power to over-rule any Federal abuse 
and if necessary, recall their delegated power.  In the Federalist No. 43, James Madison 
notes why secession or recalling delegated rights is necessary, “the safety and happiness 
of society are the objects at which all political institutions must be sacrificed.”  The “Union” 
falls within Madison’s definition of “all political institutions.”  While debating the adoption 
of the Constitution, Patrick Henry informs Americans which “institution,” government or 
liberty, is most important when he said, “The first thing I have at heart is American liberty, 
the second thing is American union.” These founding fathers and the patriots who ratified 
the Eleventh Amendment, understood that in a free society liberty always trumps 
government.  Bold action today can re-establish that type of government for our children 
and grandchildren’s future.   

[Link to full article: http://www.kennedytwins.com/11th_amendment.pdf ] 

 

 

http://www.kennedytwins.com/11th_amendment.pdf
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The Reason the Tea Party Movement Failed 
 

  

 

Donald and I attended and spoke to many Tea Party meetings and rallies. It all started with great hope 

of defeating the progressive/liberal/neo-Marxist cabal that controls much of our society—especially in 

Washington, DC. The Tea Party movement was “full of sound and fury” but it produced nothing other 

than the disappointment and discouragement of many conservatives. Why did it fail? Its purpose was 

honorable, the people at the grassroots level were well intentioned and motivated by patriotic love of 

America. I asked a conservative radio host this question and he replied that he thought the great mistake 

was that “we put to much faith in ‘conservative’ politicians who used the movement to gain votes in the 

next election.” While this is true, the main failure was the same failure that has plagued the “conservative 

movement” since 1865—the leaders of the Tea Party movement never developed a strategic plan for 

ultimate victory over our neo-Marxist enemies. 

Provisional Governments – The Tea Party on Steroids 

“We the people” have the ability to defeat our neo-Marxist enemies but to win we must follow a strategic 

plan that will lead to ultimate victory—the re-establishment of a Constitutionally limited Republic of 

Sovereign States. A country in which the Constitution is enforced by “we the people” via the American 

rights of nullification and secession. Every “Red State” and every “Red County” must develop 

Provisional governments to force weak-kneed politicians to protect and promote our interests. This is 

explained in Red State Red County Secession, Dixie Rising-Rules for Rebels, and Be Ye Separate: 

Bible-Belt Revival or Marxist Revolution. Available at: www.kennedytwins.com  

http://www.kennedytwins.com/
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Second Edition 

 

The procedure manual for irregular 

political warfare! 

 

WE NEED ONE of OUR OWN IN A BULLY 

PULPIT! 

 

 Imagine what we could do if we elected one 

of our own as Lt. Governor of Louisiana and he used 

the prestige of his office to help fellow Southern 

conservatives establish Provisional government in 

every Southern state. 

 Imagine the impact of having a vocal 

proponent of traditional Southern values conducting 

rallies across the South! 

 Imagine the political force that our irregular 

political warfare would bring on weak-kneed 

“conservative” politicians—especially when our 

efforts are actively promoted by one of our own who 

uses his office as a Bully Pulpit to promote the 

reclaiming of America’s original Constitutional 

Republic of Sovereign States. 

 Imagine the impact a Bully Pulpit would have 

on our efforts to pass an amendment acknowledging 

the State’s right of nullification and secession.  

What Is Irregular Political Warfare? 

We are at war with neo-Marxists who are determined 
to destroy all that we hold dear and replace it with 
their nightmarish vision of a socialist utopia. They 
use tradition political tactics because they control 
vast wealth and can pour millions of dollars into 
political campaigns. We cannot compete with them 
dollar for dollar. Therefore, we must adopt the tactics 
of irregular political warfare. We must not allow them 
to choose the political battlefield. We must impose 
upon them a new form of political resistance—
something they have never before faced. Irregular 
political warfare is explained in Dixie Rising-Rules 
for Rebels.  

Our enemies want us to wear ourselves out making 
frontal assaults against their strong points but we will 
outflank them. We will use irregular political methods 
to leverage our strength at the grass roots and attack 
them in a manner they do not expect. 
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Stateless People are Ripe Targets for Genocide 

What happened to the Armenian Christians when they had no government to protect them 

against the Muslim Turks? Genocide! What happened to the Tutsi minority in Rwanda 

when they had no government to protect them? Genocide! 

The primary purpose of human government is not to build 

roads or redistribute income—the primary purpose of good 

government is to protect and promote the interests of the 

people who voluntarily give their consent to that 

government. The sad fact is that today, in the U.S.A., 

conservatives holding traditional Christian moral values and 

traditional political values are a stateless people. We have 

no government whose primary purpose is to protect and 

promote our interests—we are a stateless people. 

America is controlled by a politically correct shadow 

government. It uses actual or the threat of government force 

to impose its will upon “Red State” “Red County” voters. 

Under the current political status quo “we the people” are 

powerless against the politically correct cabal who control 

America’s political and social policy.  

A prime example of our “statelessness” is when the people of Mississippi voted in a ballot 

initiative to keep their traditional state flag. But acting upon orders from their Washington 

masters, the state’s Republican governor and Republican legislature met in “special” 

session and rammed through a change in the state’s traditional flag—no question 

allowed! Red State Red County Secession is the solution to such statelessness!  

                                                                  

 

 

 

Left: Donnie at the Arkansas SCV 

Division meeting April 24, 2021. 

 

 

 

Right: Ron was the speaker at the 

Henry Allen SCV Camp in Baton 

Rouge, La. May 27, 2021. Randy 

Jarreau camp commander is with 

Ron. 
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Headlines Prove America Needs Red State Red County Revolution 

The headlines below, in bold, demonstrate the social destruction created by our neo-Marxist 
enemies. “We the people” must initiate a peaceful, non-violent, conservative revolution or else 
“the little upon which we now subsist shall be taken from us.” 

Crime in Democrat controlled cites closing businesses: Walgreens Closes 17 San Francisco 

Stores Due to “Out of Control” Shoplifting   Walgreens and other retailers blame the lowering of 

penalties for thefts under $950 which invited open shoplifting. https://www.zerohedge.com/political/walgreens-

closes-17-san-francisco-stores-due-out-control-shoplifting accessed 5/21/2021. 

White woman assaulted by black women no news coverage: Where's the Media? Female Vet Allegedly 

Assaulted in Parking Lot on Mother's Day, Called 'White B****' by Attackers  

https://www.westernjournal.com/media-female-vet-allegedly-assaulted-parking-lot-mothers-day-called-white-b-attacker/  

accessed 5/17/2021. 

Drug Company makes fun of West Virginians due to opioid epidemic: As opioid epidemic raged, drug 

company executives made fun of West Virginians https://mountainstatespotlight.org/2021/05/13/opioid-

company-executives-made-fun-of-west-virginians/   accessed 5/15/2021. 

Black protestor wants to lynch white people: Fragility on display as black supremacist agitators 

call for genocide against white people Video of neo-Marxist riots in Bellevue, Washington 

captures participant repeatedly shouting, “I can’t wait until black people lynch white people.” 

https://nationalfile.com/video-blm-insurrectionist-screams-i-cant-wait-until-black-people-lynch-white-people/ accessed 

5/14/2021. 

Arizona Audited ballots off by Seventeen percent: "They're hiding the disaster in which they 

handled this election, and likely, the fact that Joe Biden did not win in Arizona."  

https://nationalfile.com/breaking-significant-discrepancies-discovered-in-arizona-audit-ballots-off-up-to-17-5-likely-joe-biden-did-

not-win/ accessed 5/14/2021. 

Feds trying to stop state from auditing 2020 election results: The Morning Briefing: What Are 

Democrats So Afraid of in Maricopa County? https://pjmedia.com/columns/stephen-kruiser/2021/05/10/the-

morning-briefing-what-are-democrats-so-afraid-of-in-maricopa-county-n1445655  accessed 5/10/2021. 

Facebook supports CCP Marxist Journalism Training: REVEALED: Facebook Funds CCP-Linked 

‘Marxist Journalism’ Training To Create More Effective Regime  [ CCP = Chinese Communist Party] 

https://thenationalpulse.com/exclusive/facebook-partnered-with-group-training-marxist-journalists-for-the-ccp/  accessed 5/14/2021. 

Twitter banns Trump promotes Hamas terrorists: Top Hamas Terrorist Leaders Use Twitter to 

Encourage Violence While Trump is Permanently Banned https://www.breitbart.com/middle-

east/2021/05/13/top-hamas-terrorist-leaders-twitter-encourage-violence-while-trump-permanently-banned/ accessed 5/14/2021. 

Pentagon attacks Americans holding traditional values: Meet Bishop Garrison: The Pentagon’s 

Hatchet Man in Charge of Purging MAGA Patriots and Installing Race Theory in The Military 
https://www.revolver.news/2021/05/bishop-garrison-pentagon-hatchet-man/ accessed 5/6/2021.  

As these headlines demonstrate, the trend downward towards neo-Marxist tyranny is increasing daily. 

“We the people” must act now to restore true American and Southern conservative values or accept 

the death of Constitutional Liberty!  Don’t wait! Join the Red State Red County movement. 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/walgreens-closes-17-san-francisco-stores-due-out-control-shoplifting
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/walgreens-closes-17-san-francisco-stores-due-out-control-shoplifting
https://www.westernjournal.com/media-female-vet-allegedly-assaulted-parking-lot-mothers-day-called-white-b-attacker/
https://mountainstatespotlight.org/2021/05/13/opioid-company-executives-made-fun-of-west-virginians/
https://mountainstatespotlight.org/2021/05/13/opioid-company-executives-made-fun-of-west-virginians/
https://nationalfile.com/video-blm-insurrectionist-screams-i-cant-wait-until-black-people-lynch-white-people/
https://nationalfile.com/breaking-significant-discrepancies-discovered-in-arizona-audit-ballots-off-up-to-17-5-likely-joe-biden-did-not-win/
https://nationalfile.com/breaking-significant-discrepancies-discovered-in-arizona-audit-ballots-off-up-to-17-5-likely-joe-biden-did-not-win/
https://pjmedia.com/columns/stephen-kruiser/2021/05/10/the-morning-briefing-what-are-democrats-so-afraid-of-in-maricopa-county-n1445655
https://pjmedia.com/columns/stephen-kruiser/2021/05/10/the-morning-briefing-what-are-democrats-so-afraid-of-in-maricopa-county-n1445655
https://thenationalpulse.com/exclusive/facebook-partnered-with-group-training-marxist-journalists-for-the-ccp/
https://www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2021/05/13/top-hamas-terrorist-leaders-twitter-encourage-violence-while-trump-permanently-banned/
https://www.breitbart.com/middle-east/2021/05/13/top-hamas-terrorist-leaders-twitter-encourage-violence-while-trump-permanently-banned/
https://www.revolver.news/2021/05/bishop-garrison-pentagon-hatchet-man/
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When Rebel Was Cool: Growing-Up in Dixie 

1950-1965 

 Once there was a time when it was cool to have your football team’s mascot “the 

Rebels,” there was a time when trains were named “the Rebel,” when the United States 

Post Office issued stamps commemorating 

Confederate generals and Confederate veterans—

yes, once there was a time when Rebel was cool. 

Ron Kennedy recounts those days in his book When 

Rebel Was Cool. Using personal history of the 

Kennedy Twins growing up in rural Mississippi 

during a time when the entire nation was celebrating 

the Centennial of the “Civil War.” Family and local 

history is used to explain, to those who were not 

there, what it was like living at a time when race was 

not a flash point of hatred, when people’s main effort 

was simply “keeping soul and body together” in an 

impoverished rural South. It is a recounting of a time 

that was radically impacted by “ancient” history of 

war, Reconstruction, and sharecropping.  

It was a time when the U.S. military proudly named 

ships and military bases after Confederate 

Generals. It was a time when the Dixie Division was a part of the U.S. Army and its 

band proudly marched flying the Confederate flag. It was a time of material poverty but 

spiritual richness. It was a time all the children of Dixie need to understand.  

When Rebel Was Cool: Growing-up in Dixie is available at: 

https://www.victoryflagsandmore.com/product/when-rebel-was-cool/  

The Kennedy Twins books are available through their website www.kennedytwins.com 

linked to Victory Flags and More. Victory Flags is owned and operated by SCV member 

Ray Shores in Flora, Mississippi. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Kennedy Twins will be at the Georgia and 

Mississippi SCV Div. meetings and also the 

Brandon, MS CW Relic Show in June. Hope to see 

you at one of these events. 
 

https://www.victoryflagsandmore.com/product/when-rebel-was-cool/
http://www.kennedytwins.com/
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traditional political parties will not produce the necessary 

fundamental change in the current government if we are 

to survive as a free people. 

 National Republicans cower before the demands 

of this evil neo-Marxist, shadow government, while 

national Democrats provide political cover for their rioting 

storm troopers. America’s once free press is now 

controlled by postmodern neo-Marxist who maintain 

monopolistic control of public information. It services as 

the evil shadow government’s ministry of propaganda. 

These people are ideologically driven, they detest 

traditional Western Christian civilization’s definition of 

truth, civility, and due process under the law. Meanwhile 

the Globalist financial elites provide funding for left wing 

organizations such as BLM while supplying campaign 

funds for elitist politicians in Washington, DC. The political 

elites, our ruling class in Washington, control and 

dispense the Yankee Empire’s perks, privileges, and 

power. They deal out special access to the bureaucratic 

Deep State, and special political favors to the supreme 

federal government’s “protected minorities.”  

 Neo-Marxists of every stripe (postmodernists, 

progressives, liberals, etc.) are actively destroying those 

permanent things on which our Western Christian 

civilization is based. The cultural genocide directed 

against all things Southern that we warned was coming in 

1994 has now arrived. Today, Southerners are the only 

minority who are forced to allow our enemies to define our 

culture. Southerners are no longer allowed to define or 

celebrate our cultural heritage. We are in the same 

position as people in all other captive nations. The people 

of the South, Dixie, and the Bible-Belt are in a struggle for 

our very survival as a unique people. The following 

questions remain, “Do Southerners still possess the 

courage to take their stand in Dixie? Do Southerners have 

the backbone necessary to establish their own shadow 

(Provisional) government in each state to bring pressure 

on “our” wobbly, weak-kneed politicians?” John C. 

Calhoun noted that power can only be defeated by a 

counter-power and tendency by a counter-tendency. If 

Southerners continue to remain pacified subjects of a 

supreme federal government that is actively engaged in 

anti-South, cultural genocide, then the South will turn into 

another Detroit, Chicago, Zimbabwe or Venezuela. It took 

a little over a quarter of a century to go from where we 

were in 1994 to today but it will take only a few short years 

to go from where we are today to Detroit, Chicago, 

Zimbabwe or Venezuela. Bible-Belt Southerners should 

understand the warning: Mene, mene, tekel, upharsin. 

 

Why We Wrote the Third Edition of 

The South Was Right! 

(From the Preface to Third Edition) 

Since the 1994 publication of the second edition of The 

South Was Right! an evil, neo-Marxist, shadow 

government has taken control of the United States. 

Everything associated with the traditional, conservative, 

Bible-Belt South has been demonized by the evil, leftist, 

shadow government that now controls America’s social 

and political thinking. Evidence of the effectiveness of 

this evil, neo-Marxist, shadow government can be seen 

in a 2020 opinion poll. The poll documented that most 

(77%) of conservatives are afraid to openly express their 

political opinions. The America where freedom of speech 

and freedom of expression is a Constitutionally protected 

right no longer exists! This evil, leftist, shadow 

government serves as the propaganda center that 

supports the Yankee Empire’s genocidal policy toward its 

captive nation—the Confederate States of America. The 

old North/South bargain or détente where the South 

agreed to remain passive and patriotic and not attempt 

to secede again in exchange for nominal control of our 

local, puppet governments—that agreement has been 

broken. We did not break the agreement, they broke it! 

This third edition explains how it happened but more 

importantly it explains what the people of the occupied 

South can do about it. We make the point that relying on 
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Donnie Kennedy placing the Kennedy Twins’ memorial wreath at the Jefferson Davis monument National SCV 
Headquarters April 24, 2021 Behind Donnie’s right shoulder is Lt. Commander Jason Boshers and behind his left 
shoulder is Exec. Director Adam Southern. There was a good turnout and it was live-cast on Facebook for those who 
could not make it to Columbia, TN. 

Feel free to share this newsletter with fellow Southern patriots. But if you 

forward the Constant Contact announcement to someone who does not want to 

receive this newsletter and he/she clicks on the unsubscribe link it will 

automatically unsubscribe you! Best way to send this newsletter to a fellow 

Southern patriot is to copy the link and send him/her the link.  


